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On a sunny fall non-game day where would you expect to find the highest temperature at noon?

On the metal bleachers at the stadium

Briefly explain your answer.

SUBMIT

Optional:

Require students to justify their selection.
Image Quiz

When El Nino happens where do the ocean temperatures rise the most?
Multiple Choice

When El Nino happens what is likely to happen in Malaysia and Indonesia?

1. Drier conditions, drought
2. No difference
3. Wetter conditions, flooding
Multiple Choice

Which air is heavier?

1. Alice Springs, Australia at 35C and 15% relative humidity
2. Singapore at 35C and 85% relative humidity
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Personal Capture

Using Echo360 Personal Capture, you can create new content by capturing a combination of your audio, computer screen and video simultaneously. Play back, edit and publish your recordings with the click of a button.

Mac Download
version v5.4.534501715

Windows Download
version v5.4.534494090

BETA - PowerPoint Ribbon

Using Echo360's PowerPoint Ribbon, you can create activities, publish content to students, and present all within PowerPoint. Create, Publish, and Present your PowerPoints with the click of a button.

Windows Download
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Question Text:
Which air is heavier?

Answers: You can select more than one correct answer

- [ ] Alice Springs, Australia at 35C and 15% relative humidity
- [ ] Singapore at 35C and 85% relative humidity
- [ ]

- [ ] Require students to add a follow up short answer
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Short Answer

Any unanswered questions?